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What is your teaching philosophy? Describe it as it would appear in your professional 

portfolio to show a prospective parent, student or pupil. Then design a teaching curriculum 

for grades 1 – 3 based on the aims and values you have described, and outline your teaching 

plans, with particular reference to appropriate repertoire. Your answer should include 

reference to the PTC Guiding Principles, and be related to your own teaching experience.  

 
 

MY TEACHING PHILOSOPHY 
 
I passionately believe a pupil’s piano learning experience should create a love of music that 

lasts a lifetime. The piano is after all a fundamentally important instrument underpinning the 

full scope of music theory and the performance curriculum.  

 

There are four key elements to piano teaching that are required to achieve this broad love 

and appreciation of music:- 

1. Learning should be engaging, enjoyable and fun. 

2. Learning should guide a broad musical journey to create an all-round musician. 

3. Learning should be pupil-centred i.e. focused on the individual, with them helping to guide 

both the objectives and music they want to play. 

4. Learning should be inspiring and create a genuine love of music.  Playing should be about 

emotional connection with feeling for the music, not a process or tick box exercise for 

examinations. 

 

1. Engaging, Enjoyable & Fun 

Pupils sign up for piano lessons to learn to play the piano. That is obvious. There is however 

more to it than the simple desire of learning to play. The pupil could be doing it because their 
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parents have told them to; or to build confidence; or because they have been inspired by a 

pop star; or even as a social outlet. I therefore believe that it is paramount for a piano teacher 

to understand and adapt to these individual needs. To enable this, lessons need to be 

planned, individual, structured, engaging, enjoyable and fun. This last point is really 

important. Irrespective of the pupil’s goals learning the piano must be an enjoyable 

experience where they can’t wait to start their lesson and want to learn and practice when 

they go home, even if it wasn’t the pupil’s choice to have lessons. Having the right state of 

mind is crucial to achieving any goals and I believe enjoyment is the foundation on which to 

build the right tone and state of mind when learning to play the piano. 

 

I pride my teaching approach on creating a positive, happy and safe environment where pupils 

help to set their goals. As a result of this focus I regularly teach pupils who are disappointed 

when their lesson time has come to an end.  To be honest, I share their disappointment as 

the lesson is such an enjoyable experience.  This is aligned to the PTC guiding principles that 

state “teachers should endeavour to create a positive and professional atmosphere though 

good teacher facilitation”. 

 

2. Create an All-Round Musician 

Simultaneous Learning 

Before embarking on the PTC course an element of the pre-course reading was a book by Paul 

Harris entitled ‘Improve Your Teaching’ (Harris, 2006, Improve Your Teaching). This book gave 

me inspiration to look at the bigger picture. Learning an instrument goes hand in hand with 

general musicianship and with simultaneous learning, where everything connects. Lessons 
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should include singing, clapping, rhythms, technique, performing, improvisation and much 

more. Music is after all, a sound, and not just about reading notes. Aural skills are an essential 

part of a pupil’s learning and integrated into my lessons. With simultaneous learning we can 

“find and teach a piece’s ingredients” (Harris, 2006, Improve Your Teaching, p15). I work with 

my pupils looking at the character of music, the rhythms, the dynamics, the articulation and 

the technical matters before getting them to have a go at playing. By taking all of the 

ingredients and concepts from a piece of music, connections can be made. If a pupil is familiar 

with the technical concepts and character of a piece of music before they begin then it means 

the first attempt should not be a scary experience, but a positive one with an already formed 

connection with the music.  The PTC guiding principles state that “through a pupil-centred 

and multisensory approach, the teacher should endeavour to place meaningful music at the 

heart of the lesson – more music than talk”.  I believe that this can be achieved using 

simultaneous learning and a multisensory approach in my lessons. 

 

Learning Inside A Structured Framework  

When you start school, you can’t write. Writing is a skill that is actually mastered over many 

years. Music is the same. It is a skill that is mastered over time. As a piano teacher I remind 

myself of a wonderful phrase used by Sally Cathcart in the PTC lecture ‘Working with Teaching 

Beginners’ (26.10.18) “don’t expect children to know what they don’t know”. There is, after 

all, so much to learn and learning has to be achieved in small steps. Teaching the piano is 

therefore about learning inside a structured framework so the learning experience takes small 

steps on a planned journey. 
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The key components to music are pulse, rhythm, pitch and melody. My lessons are structured 

in such a way that these key components are learnt and consolidated by tutor books and 

other additional repertoire (refer to Appendix). I follow my own teaching curriculum which is 

backed up by tutor books rather than the other way around. When pieces are learnt from 

tutor books I am mindful that the pieces are consolidating their learning and enjoyable to 

play.  

 

Scales And Studies 

It is common to hear pupils referring to scales and arpeggios as ‘dull and boring’. They are 

seen as an academic task, not a fun task. They are however an extremely important 

foundation skill. Scales facilitate physical technique and finger independence.  Scale and 

chord patterns are at the heart of all music and appear all over written score. The recognition 

of these patterns helps with learning and I therefore introduce scales into my lessons very 

early on in my teaching curriculum, sometimes after just a handful of lessons. Pupils are 

encouraged to study the patterns, use good fingering and make a fluent musical sound. 

 

As part of my piano lessons I incorporate written theory, again very early on. I have always 

found that my pupils have a much better understanding of scale patterns and where 

semitones occur in major and minor scales if they have learnt how to write scales in their 

theory books. As Paul Harris and Richard Crozier put it, “technique is an umbrella term 

compromising many areas of study; but in identifying all the component parts it will be found 

that almost all of them can be dealt with by the study of scales and their related patterns”. 

(Harris/Crozier, The Music Teachers Companion, 2000, p53). 
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To make scales fun when learning I use little sayings to help my pupils remember the scales. 

For example, the D minor harmonic scale is always known for going for a walk along a country 

path and then up and across the bridge (when crossing from B flat to C sharp) and back down 

again along the path.  As pupils become more advanced it is however the vast amount of 

scales that need to be practiced that makes it become a chore rather than the scales 

themselves. To overcome this I divide up scales into lists and rotate the lists of what needs to 

be practiced each week. It is better to practice less scales well than many scales briefly or not 

at all. 

 

Another great resource for developing precision playing and technique is to use short studies 

such as those in the ‘Dozen a Day’ series and ‘Burgmuller’s 25 Easy and Progressive studies’. 

The Burgmuller studies are more inspiring for pupils to play as in my opinion many of the 

pieces are full of character. 

 

Sight Reading 

Sight reading is often thought of as ‘something we need to do for an exam’.  It can fill many 

pupils with dread just thinking about it.  I cannot however overstate how important it is to 

make sight reading an integral part of the lesson as this is another important foundation skill. 

The better we can sight-read the easier and quicker it is to learn new music. Sight reading is 

all about the preparation. Giving a piece of music to a pupil to sight read in a lesson each week 

will not make them better sight readers. We need to teach our pupils to sight read.  I 

encourage my pupils to study the music before playing taking note of the key signature, 

talking about the patterns in the music and how this relates to scales. We look at hand 

position changes and how best to use fingers. The rhythm should always be clapped or tapped 
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through before playing so the pupil can feel the pulse and how the rhythm works. Anthony 

Williams referred to the skill of sight reading as being the “ability to observe and anticipate 

the physical shapes and rhythmic patterns ahead, internalise the pitches and rhythms, 

observe and convey expressive detail with a merciless adherence to where you are within the 

context of the piece”. (Williams, 2017, The Piano Teachers Survival Guide, p38). Time spent 

learning to sight read and being aware of all the elements to look for is so valuable as music 

will be learnt quicker and confidence will build. 

 

Improvisation 

Learning to improvise is something that used to be alien to me. It was something not taught 

in my own piano lessons as a child however it is actually a really fun way of pupils exploring 

their musical capability and in providing “instant musical satisfaction” (Mackworth-Young, 

2017, Tuning In, p89). Improvisation has to be set at a level within the pupil’s ability. For 

beginners this could be just making up a few tunes on the black notes whilst I play an 

accompaniment.  For a slightly more advanced pupil it could be using the I, IV and V chords in 

the left hand with a melody in the right hand. These left hand chords could be taken from a 

piece of music currently being learnt and the right hand melody could be a variation of the 

piece but using the articulation or the mood from the piece of music. As a teacher I set the 

parameters and the pupil can then be set free to discover. 

 

3. Pupil Centred 

Pupil-Centred Approach 
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Creating a love of music is important and since music is a very personal thing, where 

everyone’s taste is different, pupils will have their own aspirations of what they want to play. 

My lessons are therefore tailored to each individual to account for this and the fact that every 

pupil has different needs. Some lessons are also adapted to support children who have special 

educational needs. Each pupil has their own learning plan and I include a varied range of 

repertoire in my curriculum (refer to Appendix) as one size does not fit all. This allows me to 

use the most suitable repertoire for the individual pupil based on their ability, age and music 

genre preference. 

 

My pupils are also involved in their learning aims so that I can be led by them as to what they 

want to learn and what best motivates them. I have a 14-year-old pupil who regularly arrives 

at her lesson and shows me a new piece of classical music on YouTube. She will ask me if I can 

get the music for her so she can learn to play it. These are usually well-known pieces of 

classical music that I can purchase for her ability. When she arrives at her next lesson and I 

have the music for her she is so excited. She is so engaged in learning the new piece in the 

lesson and can’t wait to get home to practice it. This level of proactive enthusiasm is 

wonderful and I use it to evolve lesson planning. 

 

Many pupils arrive at their first lesson just wanting to play. I have a pupil who arrived at her 

first lesson desperate to play the ‘Havana’ pop song by Camilla Cabello. She’d been trying to 

learn it on her own but needed help. Her enthusiasm was overwhelming and so the first thing 

I did was change the lesson plan so we could look at what she had been trying to play. It was 

lovely to work with her on the piece. Pupils want to learn the piano to play the music they 

love. 
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When learning to play the piano it can seem that there are so many things the pupil needs to 

know and learn before they can actually connect those fingers on the keyboard to play. To 

read even simple music the pupil needs to learn note values; letter names of notes; where 

they are on the piano; how this relates to the stave; how many beats in a bar; counting; 

rhythm and so much more. Whilst these all need to be taught in their lessons it is not going 

to happen in the first lesson or even the next lesson. This is why I use a mix of rote learning, 

tutor books and theory. There is so much more satisfaction for a pupil being able to go home 

and play something in the first few lessons.  One student went home after her first lesson 

having learnt a favourite of mine (and all pupils it seems) called ‘I like bananas’ from the ‘Piano 

Safari’ tutor book, which is taught by rote.  This catchy little tune also gets the pupils singing 

whilst they are playing with the five fun verses that it offers. 

 

Exams Are Not A Curriculum 

Although exams can help to provide a structured framework and result in personal 

achievement they do not always give the full picture of the pupil’s musical ability, and for 

some pupils they can be extremely stressful. Many teachers use the exam syllabus as a 

curriculum and move from one exam straight to another exam creating what I call ‘24-piece 

grade eighters’.  These pupils have a grade 8 certificate in their hands having only ever played 

24 pieces of music without ever exploring other repertoire or becoming a rounded musician. 

The best exam results “are generally only available to the player who is taking a broader 

interest in music” (Eales, 02.09.2018, Graded Exams: Friend or Foe, Pianodao.com).  You don’t 

become a great chef by learning to cook 24 recipes.  
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Taking exams and progressing through the grades is not a race. Pupils should enjoy their 

lessons and practice working on repertoire from a wide range of genres which can vary hugely 

depending on the pupils age and personality. My teaching philosophy is underpinned by a 

curriculum specifically designed to include a broad and engaging repertoire (refer to 

Appendix). A decision to take an exam should be at a time when the pupil has the correct 

skills, technique and musical understanding to cover the exam syllabus in a reasonable length 

of time. An examination is simply “a snapshot, a quick overview of a candidate’s musical 

achievement done in a short space of time” (Stringer, 2005, The Music Teachers Handbook, 

P69). 

 

Play Something Now 

When granny comes to stay and says to their grandchild “play me something on the piano” it 

is because the grandchild is having piano lessons and the granny wants to hear them play. So 

many times the reply to this question is “I’m only just learning my new piece of music so I 

can’t play it yet” or “I can’t remember how to play my last grade pieces”. As a piano teacher 

I have been inspired by Andrew Eales who has an education blog called Pianodao.com. With 

my pupils, no matter how long they have been playing I use the Pianodao ‘Active Repertoire 

Challenge’ sheet. The idea is that there are always three pieces (an active repertoire) that 

pupils can play. Active repertoire pieces should be played daily and performed whenever 

possible.  Ideally these pieces should be played from memory. These pieces can be music that 

has been learnt from score, by rote or by ear. Every three months these pieces are reviewed 

and it means pupils will always be able to play something when asked. This follows the PTC 

philosophy to ‘play something now’. 
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4. Inspire a Love of Music 

Feelings And Trust 

The role that teacher and pupil feelings play makes a radical difference to the learning 

experience. As a teacher I want to inspire my pupils, break down their learning into 

manageable steps and encourage them so that they feel positive and don’t have a fear of not 

being able to do something. They should not be afraid to try things out because they are 

worried that they are going to make mistakes. Making mistakes is a natural thing to do and I 

believe an important part of learning. In Chapter three of Westney’s book (Westney, 2003, 

The perfect Wrong Note, p56) he explains that his teacher Kilenman said to him that “If you 

are going to make a mistake why not make it a nice big juicy one”. This reinforced to him that 

it was ok to make mistakes and it’s a philosophy I share.  A teaching attitude like this allows 

students to embrace their playing without the stress and worry that the teacher will think 

they are a failure or that the teacher is looking for perfection in every lesson. This trust 

between pupil and teacher makes a real difference to lessons and learning because “learning 

is like eating: the pupil must feel like it – be hungry for it. The stomach must be relaxed, not 

tied up in knots” (Mackworth-Young, 27.10.18, PTC lecture Practical psychology for teaching 

and learning). 

 

Passion For Practice 

To make progress happen with any activity, whether it be swimming, football or a musical 

instrument there needs to be practice. In my lessons I aim to inspire my pupils so that they 

want to go home and practice. I always ensure that my pupils know exactly what needs to be 

practiced and how it needs to be practiced. Younger pupils will quite often say to me ‘we 
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didn’t have time to practice this week’ meaning Mum and pupil. I like to work on building 

confidence in my pupils so that they are capable of being able practice independently from 

Mum, however I always stress how important it is for the parents to encourage their children 

to do their practice and to support them in their studies. 

 

Practice should not feel dull or boring to the pupil. It should feel fun and fulfilling. I always try 

to create a positive view on practicing with my pupils by providing them with practice 

strategies such as breaking down passages to just a few bars or working on a technical skill. 

Practicing a little every day is far better than practicing for a long period the day before the 

piano lesson and the most important part is always the first few minutes “so don’t use it to 

play through passages you know, always use it to learn something new”. (Williams, 2017, The 

Piano Teachers Survival Guide, p28). 

 

Conclusion 

In conclusion I believe that there are four key elements that are required to achieve a pupil 

experience that will create a genuine love of music that lasts a lifetime. It is not surprising that 

two of the elements are emotional. This teaching approach is crucial in creating the right 

environment to support a positive emotional learning experience that is fun and inspiring. 

 

There also needs to be a learning journey that delivers every aspect of technicality to create 

a musician (improvisation, sight-reading, scales etc).  These are essential to develop 

capability, skill and precision. 
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The final element is delivering an experience and curriculum that is specific to the individual. 

One in which the pupil plays a key part in defining goals, choosing music content and evolving 

their own objectives and destiny. 

 

If the teacher includes all of these elements when teaching the piano then they will steer the 

pupil on the right path to build a love of music now and forever. 

 

In my view this is the job of the piano teacher.  It is not just about learning to play the piano. 

 

(Word count including titles, 3294) 
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APPENDIX 

My teaching curriculum uses a varied range of books with repertoire suitable for all ages, 

abilities and musical preferences. I am always adding new material to my resources. 

Curriculum: Beginners to Grade 1  

OBJECTIVES 
KEYBOARD KNOWLEDGE 
Naming and playing all white notes 

• Keyboard bingo 

• Musical words (BAG, BED etc) 
 
Keyboard patterns, high and low notes 

• Playing groups of two and three black 
notes 

• Black note improvisation 

• Playing high and low notes and comparing 

• Singing notes and tunes played on the 
piano 

 
Landmark notes and lines and spaces 

• Manumat  

• Flash cards 

• Theory books 
 
Treble and bass clefs 

• Manuamat 

• Theory books 

• Tutor books 
 
Sharp and flats 

• Know the concept of a sharp and flat as it 
appears on a keyboard and on a stave 

PIANISTIC SKILLS / TECHNIQUE 
Posture 

• Seating position  

• Hand position 

• Arms relaxed and flexible wrists 
 

Fingering numbers 

• Knowing how fingers are numbered 
 

Staccato and legato playing 

• Understand and be able to demonstrate  
 
Crossing hands 

• Simple left hand crossing over right hand 
 
Scales  

• C, G, D & F major scales (2 octaves hands 
separately) 

• A & D minor scales (2 octaves hands 
separately) 

• C major contrary-motion (1 octave 
hands together) 

• C, G, D & F major broken chords (hands 
separately) 

• A & D minor broken chords (hands 
separately) 

MUSICAL CONCEPTS 
Dynamics  

• ff, f, mf, mp, p & pp 

• Crescendo & diminuendo 

• Ritenuto 
 
Phrases 

• Understand basic phrasing as a musical 
sentence  
 

RHYTHM 
Keeping pulse and counting 

• Piano Safari rhythm cards 

• Clapping pulse and rhythm 
 
Names and values of notes and rests 

• Semibreve 

• Minim 

• Dotted Minim 

• Crotchet 

• Quaver 
 
Time signatures  
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• Understand 2/4  3/4  and 4/4 

RESOURCES 
Tutor Books 
Piano Safari 1 (K, Fisher & J, Knerr) 
Pianoworks 1 (J & A Bullard) 
Piano Course PRE-A Green Book (J, Schaum) 
Piano Star 1 (ABRSM) 
Piano Star 2 (ABRSM) 
Piano Star 3 (ABRSM) 
Piano time 1 (P, Hall) 
Prep Test (ABRSM) 
Grade 1 Exam Pieces (ABRSM) 
 
Repertoire (pupils’ choice) 
Easiest 5-Finger Piano Collection Abba 
Easiest 5-Finger Piano Collection Huge Chart Hits 
Ludovico Einaudi Graded Pieces For Piano, Prep to 
Grade 2 (L, Einaudi) 
The Superhero Piano Book (S, Walker) 
The Princess Piano Book (S, Walker) 
 
Rote and Improvisation 
Current pop songs 
Nursery rhymes 

Supplementary books 
Improve Your Sight-Reading Grade 1 (P, Harris) 
Read and Play Series Grade 1 (T, Johnson) 
A Dozen a Day Book 1 (E, Burnam) 
 
Duets 
Piano Star 1 (ABRSM) 
Piano Star 2 (ABRSM) 
Piano Star 3 (ABRSM) 
Piano Safari 1 (K, Fisher & J, Knerr) 
First Duet Album (B, Kirkby-Mason) 
Second Duet Album (B, Kirkby-Mason) 
 
Theory Books 
Theory Made Easy for little Children 1 (L, Ng) 
Theory Made Easy for little Children 2 (L, Ng) 
My First Theory Book (L, Ng) 
Music Theory for Young Musicians Grade 1 (Y, 
Ng)  
Grade 1 Theory (ABRSM) 
 

 

Curriculum: From Grade 1 to Grade 2 

OBJECTIVES 
KEYBOARD KNOWLEDGE 
Continue to learn notes on lines and spaces 
including ledger lines 

• Manumat  

• Flash cards 

• Sight reading 

• Theory books 
 
Accidentals 

• To be able to read accidentals in music 
and play correctly on piano 

 
Chords 

• To be able to identify and play tonic triad 
chords on the keyboard for grade 2 scales 

 
 Intervals 

• To understand the harmonic intervals 2nd, 
3rd, 4th &  5th 

• To sing the harmonic intervals 2nd, 3rd, 4th 
& 5th 

PIANISTIC SKILLS / TECHNIQUE 
Posture 

• Continue work on hand position 

• Continue work on flexible wrists 

• Basic pedalling 
 

Scales  

• C, G, D, F & A major scales (2 octaves 
hands separately and together) 

• A, E, D & G minor scales (2 octaves hands 
separately and together) 

• C & E majors contrary-motion  

• D chromatic scale (hands separately) 

• F major & E minor broken chords 

• G, D & A major arpeggios (2 octaves 
hands separately) 

• D & G minor arpeggios (2 octaves hands 
separately) 
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MUSICAL CONCEPTS 
To understand 

• Slurs 

• Ties 

• Dots 

• Triplets 
 
Key signatures 

• Understand how key signatures are 
written on the stave 

• Understand the key signatures of the keys 
of grade 2 scales 

RHYTHM 
Keeping pulse and counting 

• Rhythm cards 

• Clapping pulse and rhythm 

• Dotted crotchet and quaver rhythms 
 
Note and rests - names and values 

• Semiquavers 

• Dotted Notes 
 

Time signatures  

• Understand duple, triple, quadruple  

• Understand 2/2  3/2  4/2  & 3/8 

RESOURCES 
Tutor Books 
Pianoworks 2 (J&A Bullard) 
Upgrade 1-2 (P, Wedgewood) 
A Keyboard Anthology Book I (ABRSM) 
Piano Mix 1 (ABRSM) 
Encore (ABRSM) 
Grade 2 Exam pieces (ABRSM) 
 
Repertoire (pupils’ choice) 
The Joy of Piano (D, Agay) 
Pianoworks A Night At The Theatre (J & A Bullard) 
The Graded Piano Player Book 1  
Really Easy Piano Abba 
Really Easy Piano Beatles 
Really Easy Piano Chart Hits 
Ludovico Einaudi Graded Pieces For Piano, Prep to 
Grade 2 (L, Einaudi) 

Supplementary books 
Improve your sight-reading Grade 2 (P, Harris) 
Read and Play Series Grade 2 (T, Johnson) 
A Dozen a Day Book 2 (E, Burnam) 
 
Duets 
Alfred’s Basic Adult Duet Book Level one 
Piano Time Jazz Duets (P, Hall) 
 
Theory Books 
Music Theory for Young Musicians Grade 2 (Y, 
Ng)  
Grade 2 Theory (ABRSM) 
 
Rote and Improvisation 
Current pop songs 

 
 

Curriculum: From Grade 2 to Grade 3 

OBJECTIVES 
KEYBOARD KNOWLEDGE 
Consolidation of notes on the stave and above and 
below the stave. 

• Manumat  

• Flash cards 

• Sight reading 
 
Chords 

• To be able to work out major and minor 
triads of all keys by ear 

 
Intervals 

• To understand the harmonic intervals 2nd, 
3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th & 8ve 

PIANISTIC SKILLS / TECHNIQUE 
Technique 

• Balance between hands 

• Continue work on hand and wrist 
position 

• Shaping music 

• Pedalling 
 
Scales  

• A, E, B, Bb & Eb major scales (2 octaves 
hands separately and together) 

• B, G & C minor scales (2 octaves hands 
separately and together) 

• A major & A minor contrary-motion  
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• To sing the harmonic intervals 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 
5th, 6th, 7th & 8ve 

• A & C chromatic scales 

• A major & G minor arpeggios (2 octaves 
hands together) 

• E, B, Bb & Eb major arpeggios (2 octaves 
hands separately) 

• B & C minor arpeggios (2 octaves hands 
separately) 

MUSICAL CONCEPTS 
To understand 

• Anacrusis 

• Ternary form 
 

Key signatures 

• Understand the key signatures of the keys 
of grade 3 scales  

RHYTHM 
Keeping pulse and counting 

• Rhythm cards 

• Clapping pulse and rhythm 
 
Note and rests - names and values 

• Demisemiquavers 
 
Time signatures  

• Understand 6/8  9/8  &  12/8 

RESOURCES 
Tutor Books 
Upgrade 2-3 (P, Wedgewood) 
A Keyboard Anthology II (ABRSM) 
Piano Mix 2 (ABRSM) 
Encore Book 2 (ABRSM) 
Piano Time Sports Book 2 (P, Hall) 
Grade 3 Exam Pieces (ABRSM) 
 
Repertoire (pupils’ choice) 
The Joy of Piano (D, Agay) 
Pianoworks A Night At The Theatre (J&A Bullard) 
The Graded Piano Player Book 2  
Piano Time Classics (P, Hall) 
Really Easy Piano Abba 
Really Easy Piano Beatles 
Really Easy Piano Chart Hits 
Ludovico Einaudi Graded Pieces For Piano, Prep to 
Grade 2 (L, Einaudi) 
Ludovico Einaudi Graded Pieces For Piano, Grade 
3 to Grade 5 (L, Einaudi) 

Supplementary books 
Improve your sight-reading Grade 3 (P, Harris) 
Read and Play Series Grade 2 (T, Johnson) 
Twenty-five Easy and Progressive Studies (J, 
Burgmuller) 
 

Duets 
Melodious Exercises Opus 149 (A, Diabelli) 
 
Theory Books 
Music Theory for Young Musicians Grade 3 (Y, 
Ng)  
Grade 3 Theory (ABRSM) 
 
Rote and Improvisation 
Current pop songs 
 

 

 

 

 


